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Abstract. We present a UML class diagram style notation for data analysis
SPARQL query definition and its implementation in the ViziQuer tool that
provides query definition environment and query translation into SPARQL 1.1.
The notation and its implementation within the tool allows for rich value
selection and condition expression language, as well as integrated data
aggregation facilities, both essential for data analysis query definition.
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1

Introduction

SPARQL [1] is de facto query language for RDF [2] databases. Semantic
RDF/SPARQL technologies offer a higher-level view on data compared to the classical
relational databases (RDB) with SQL query language. Thus, semantic technologies
enable more direct involvement of various domain experts in data set definition,
exploration and analysis. The database-to-ontology mapping techniques (cf. [3,4]) and
ontology-based data access technologies [5,6] create the potential for SPARQL usage
also over the massive amount of data stored and maintained in relational databases.
Still, the entirely textual form of SPARQL queries hinders its direct usage for IT
professionals and non-professionals alike. A number of diagrammatic query notations
to help formulating SPARQL queries have been proposed, including ViziQuer [7,8],
OptiqueVQS [9] and QueryVOWL [10]. Their expressivity, however, is limited mostly
to basic forms of queries, notably excluding support for aggregate queries included in
SPARQL 1.1 [1] (except for authors’ earlier demonstration [8]) and means for
integrating rich expression language for conditions and selection attributes.
In a real-case scenario [11] it has been identified that users could formulate basic
SPARQL queries via graphical notation and be satisfied with it on this query level. Still
they lacked expressive query power to calculate different aggregated data that are
1
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important for any data inquiries of statistical nature. The ongoing work of reengineering the example of [11] makes explicit the need of rich expression language in
the queries, as well. The support for aggregation and rich expressions, as presented
originally in this paper, makes a visual query language suitable for data analysis query
formulation currently served mostly by various business intelligence tools.
We describe here the ViziQuer notation and tool for data analysis query definition
and translation into SPARQL 1.1, involving data aggregation facilities and rich
expression language integration. The ViziQuer notation, like the one of OptiqueVQS
tool [9], is based on UML class diagrams used widely and successfully in engineering;
the UML class diagrams have inspired also OWL ontology editor OWLGrEd [12].
The presentation of the ViziQuer language is organized in the form of query patterns
covering different query definition aspects and corresponding to the situations naturally
arising in the data analysis query creation. The query tool usage can be started just
after mastering the simplest query definition patterns, so the language and tool usage is
kept low-entry. The advanced query patterns, including the ones for expression
language, should not be regarded as prohibitive for motivated end users (similarly, as
also non IT-experts can master using expression notation, e.g., in Microsoft Excel).
In the following, Section 2 introduces basic query notation, following by the
aggregate query patterns in Section 3 and expression patterns in Section 4. Section 5
concludes the paper. The resources for the example of this paper are available at
http://viziquer.lumii.lv/demo/miniUniv.

2

Basic Query Notation

A query in the ViziQuer notation is a graph of class boxes connected with association
links. In a typical query both the class boxes and association links will have the
class/association names specified and at least some class boxes would contain specified
selection attributes. The interpretation of such a query graph is to define a class instance
pattern with an instance corresponding to each specified class, its data properties
corresponding to the specified attributes, and the object property links between the
instances corresponding to the associations linking the classes.
The query diagram shows the local names of classes, associations and attributes,
their mapping to the full names is available in the data schema model that has to be
loaded in the tool before query creation2.
We shall demonstrate the query constructs on a generic mini-University data set
example involving students, courses and academic programs (cf. e.g. [8] for its brief
description). The query in Fig. 1 specifies selection of all names of students together
with the names of their taken study courses from this data set. In the ViziQuer notation
one of the classes has to be marked as the main query class (specified as orange round
rectangle), the others are condition classes (light violet rectangles); the choice of the
main query class shall become important in further query patterns.

2
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Student

takes

studentName

PREFIX : <http://lumii.lv/ontologies/UnivExample.owl#>
SELECT ?studentName ?courseName WHERE {
?Student a :Student. ?Course a :Course.
?Student :takes ?Course.
?Course :courseName ?courseName.
?Student :studentName ?studentName.}

Course
courseName

Fig.1. A simple query and its translation into SPARQL

Fig. 2 illustrates the explicit instance reference names introduced and added to the
query output (the instance URI is returned). The attribute conditions (marked as purple
texts) and the alias option for selection items are illustrated, as well. The instance
references and aliases are used for variable name generation, they can also be referred
to from other query parts. If a class instance reference name is not explicitly specified,
the class name can be used instead of it, however, the implicit instances of the same
class appearing in different parts of the query are considered to be different.

Student

Course

S

C

SN=studentName
S

PREFIX : <http://lumii.lv/ontologies/UnivExample.owl#>

takes courseCredits<=6

CN=courseName

order by SN, CN DESC

SELECT ?S ?SN ?CN WHERE {
?S a :Student. ?C a :Course. ?S :takes ?C.
?C :courseName ?CN. ?S :studentName ?SN.
?C :courseCredits ?courseCredits.
FILTER (?courseCredits <=6) }
ORDER BY ?SN DESC(?CN)

Fig.2. A query with instance references, conditions, aliases and ordering

2.1

Optional and Negation Link Patterns

There can be affirmative (black solid line), optional (blue/light dashed line) or negation
(red line with stereotype {not}) links between classes within the query. The presence
of optional or negation links in the query require it to have a tree-shaped structure (this
shall be relaxed in Section 2.2). The interpretation of optional or negation link is to
mark the entire subgraph placed behind the link (from the viewpoint of the main query
class) as optional or negated respectively.
Fig. 3 illustrates the optional and negation links among the classes, as well as the
optional stereotype for the attributes (we consider the Nationality and Registration (a
student registers for a course) classes, along with the Student class for the illustration).

Student

nationality

Nationality
N

S

studentName
{optional} studentNumber

nCode

Registration
R

{not} student

mark<6

PREFIX : <http://lumii.lv/ontologies/UnivExample.owl#>
SELECT ?studentName ?studentNumber ?nCode
WHERE { ?S a :Student.
OPTIONAL{
?N a :Nationality. ?S :nationality ?N. ?N :nCode ?nCode. }
FILTER NOT EXISTS{ ?R a :Registration. ?R :student ?S.
?R :mark ?mark. FILTER (?mark <6) }
?S :studentName ?studentName.
OPTIONAL{?S :studentNumber ?studentNumber.}}

Fig. 3. Optional and negation links, optional attributes

2.2

Condition Link Pattern

The condition links (marked by the {condition}-stereotype) are meant to extend the
tree-shaped query structure introduced in Section 2.1. The interpretation of a condition
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link is to add a triple connecting the link end nodes to the query pattern in the case of
affirmative link and add a respective triple non-existence filter in the case of negation
link (notice the difference from marking the entire query part behind the link as negated
in the case of non-condition negation links).
Fig. 4 illustrates two queries with condition pattern: one with affirmative links and
the other involving negations. Notice that the second query with “double negation”
expresses universal quantification: finding names for all students taking all courses
included in the academic program they are enrolled in.

Student
studentName

enrolled

AcademicProgram
includes

{condition}
takes

Student

enrolled

Course

AcademicProgram

studentName
{not} includes
{condition}
{not} takes

Course

PREFIX : <http://lumii.lv/ontologies/UnivExample.owl#>
SELECT ?studentName WHERE {
?Student a :Student.
?AcademicProgram a :AcademicProgram.
?Student :enrolled ?AcademicProgram.
?Course a :Course.
?AcademicProgram :includes ?Course.
?Student :takes ?Course.
?Student :studentName ?studentName.}
PREFIX : <http://lumii.lv/ontologies/UnivExample.owl#>
SELECT ?studentName WHERE {
?Student a :Student.
?AcademicProgram a :AcademicProgram.
?Student :enrolled ?AcademicProgram.
FILTER NOT EXISTS{ ?Course a :Course.
FILTER NOT EXISTS{ ?Student :takes ?Course.}
?AcademicProgram :includes ?Course. }
?Student :studentName ?studentName. }

Fig. 4. Condition links: beyond the tree-shaped structure

2.3

Meta-information Query Patterns

The meta-information queries can be obtained by placing explicit variables in the class
name and/or link name positions within the query, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

?X

<<count>>

?X

?X
studentName

Student
S

X

?p X

S

Fig. 5. (i) find all classes, (ii) find all classes together with their instance count,
(iii) list class names and studentName property values of all instances with this property,
(iv) select all student class instances with all object and data properties and their values.

3

Aggregate Query Patterns

The simplest aggregate query pattern is a count of class instances. It can be specified
either using a class stereotype <<count>>, or by creating an attribute expression with
the count function applied to the class instance reference.
Simple extensions of the basic count pattern allow counting main class instances
satisfying conditions specified in either the main class itself, or in a condition class (cf.
Fig. 7). In the case of a condition class present in a counting (or other pure aggregation)
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query, its semantics by default is just asserting the existence of a respective linked
instance with the specified properties. The alternative semantics of computing the
aggregation over the query patterns involving possibly multiple condition class
instances for a single main class instance (so, a single main class instance could be
observed several times in the query) can be achieved by the <<all>> stereotype placed
on the condition class.
<<count>>

Course
courseCredits>=6

<<count>>

Course

Registration

courseCredits>=6
count(Course)

PREFIX : <http://lumii.lv/ontologies/UnivExample.owl#>
SELECT (COUNT(?Course) as ?count_of_Course) WHERE{
{SELECT DISTINCT ?Course WHERE{
?Course a :Course.
?Course :courseCredits ?courseCredits.
FILTER (?courseCredits >=6)}}}

course

Course
courseCredits>=6

PREFIX : <http://lumii.lv/ontologies/UnivExample.owl#>
SELECT (COUNT(?Registration) as ?count_of_
Registration) WHERE{
{SELECT DISTINCT ?Registration WHERE{
?Registration a :Registration. ?Course a :Course.
FILTER (?courseCredits >=6)
?Registration :course ?Course.
?Course :courseCredits ?courseCredits.}}}

Fig. 6. Two count notation options in single-class query, and count in a query with condition.

3.1

Simple Statistics Patterns

The aggregation options can be included into the queries just by introducing into class
instance attribute lists aggregate expressions where an SPARQL aggregate function
(e.g. count, sum, avg) is applied to a non-aggregated (i.e. plain) attribute expression,
for instance, as in sum(mark) in Fig. 7.
<<count>>

Student
S

studentName

<<count>>

Registration
student

Registration

R

R

mark>=6
msum=sum(mark)

mark

Statistics by main class instance: for every student find the count of registrations and sum
of marks where mark is at least 6
PREFIX : <http://lumii.lv/ontologies/UnivExample.owl#>
SELECT ?studentName ?msum ?count_of_R WHERE {
{SELECT ?S ?studentName (COUNT(?R) as ?count_of_R) (SUM( ?mark) as ?msum)
WHERE{ ?S a :Student.?S :studentName ?studentName.
OPTIONAL{ ?R a :Registration. ?R :student ?S.?R :mark ?mark. FILTER (?mark >=6) }}
GROUP BY ?studentName ?S }}

Statistics by attribute: for every registration
mark find the corresponding registration
count
PREFIX : <http://lumii.lv/ontologies/
UnivExample.owl#>
SELECT ?mark
(COUNT(?R) as ?count_of_R) WHERE{
?R a :Registration. ?R :mark ?mark.}
GROUP BY ?mark

Fig. 7. The statistics by class instance and statistics by attributes patterns

The statistical queries are obtained by including both the scalar (i.e. non-aggregated)
and aggregated expressions that are obtained by within the query result set. The
aggregate expressions are evaluated by default against the grouping set that includes
the main class instance and all non-aggregated attributes included in the query; the main
class instance can be excluded from the grouping set by setting a main class stereotype
(e.g. <<count>>) in the query. Two important subclasses of simple statistics patterns
are statistics by attributes where the <<count>> stereotype is attached to the main query
class and statistics by main class instance where a separate statistics row(s) is (are)
computed for each main class instance. Fig. 7 illustrates both these patterns.
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3.2

Filters over Aggregate Results

The attribute conditions specified in the class nodes are to be evaluated before the
aggregation computation and they limit the scope of the aggregation. The filters that
compute conditions on aggregate results can be placed in a having-compartment within
the main query class.
3.3

Existential and Universal Stereotypes

Figure 8 shows two semantically different ways of counting the students receiving any
specific mark. They involve either counting each student for each mark at most once,
or counting the student as many times, as there are registrations by this student with the
specified mark. In general, for any class in the query the <<exists>> and <<all>>
stereotypes can be specified to mark, whether only existence of a class instance is to be
observed during the aggregation computation, or all instances are to be counted separately; the default stereotype for a condition class is <<exists>>; notice that <<all>>
stereotypes for multiple classes within a query can create multiplicative blow-up of
aggregation scope, and, therefore, also of aggregate numbers in the query results.
The main class, if not stereotyped, causes creation of separate aggregation scopes
for each instance; this corresponds to the effect of the stereotype <<find>>. In general,
the <<exists>>, <<all>> and <<find>> stereotypes can be placed on any class,
including the query and the condition classes, to change their grouping behavior within
the aggregate queries.
<<count>>

<<exists>>

Student
S

student

<<count>>

Registration

Student

R

S

mark

Count every student for every mark at most once
PREFIX : <http://lumii.lv/ontologies/UnivExample.owl#>
SELECT ?mark (COUNT(?S) as ?count_of_S) WHERE{
{SELECT DISTINCT ?mark ?S WHERE{
?S a :Student. ?R a :Registration.
?R :student ?S. ?R :mark ?mark.}}} GROUP BY ?mark

<<all>>

Registration
R

student

mark
Count every student for every mark as many times as there are
registrations by the student with this mark
PREFIX : <http://lumii.lv/ontologies/UnivExample.owl#>
SELECT ?mark (COUNT(?S) as ?count_of_S) WHERE{
?S a :Student. ?R a :Registration.
?R :student ?S. ?R :mark ?mark. } GROUP BY ?mark

Fig. 8. Existential and universal stereotypes

3.4

Explicit Subquery Pattern

The default aggregate computation rule of using a single grouping set for all computing
all aggregate functions within the query is not sufficient, for instance, in the cases of
nested aggregation. Therefore, an explicit {subquery}-stereotype is introduced for
attributes and links that turns the query fragment within the subquery scope a subquery
related to the subquery parent class instances (the subquery parent class is the class
containing the {subquery}-attribute, or the class at the end of the {subquery}-link on
its main class side). A typical subquery attribute would be a group-concatenation of
multiple same named data properties of a class instance. A subquery link example is in
Fig. 9, where for every student class instance the minimal registration mark is found
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and then all students having the minimal mark at least 7 are counted. Note that since
the minimal mark is computed in a subquery, it can be used within the condition (and
not the having) compartment of the main query class.
<<count>>

Student
m >= 7

Registration
R
{subquery}
m=MIN(mark)
student

PREFIX : <http://lumii.lv/ontologies/UnivExample.owl#>
SELECT (COUNT(?Student) as ?count_of_Student) WHERE{
{SELECT ?Student (MIN( ?mark) as ?m) WHERE{
?R :mark ?mark. ?R a :Registration. ?R :student ?Student.}}
?Student a :Student. FILTER (?m >=7)}

Fig. 9. Explicit subquery pattern example

4

Expression Notation and Patterns

The basic expression pattern in ViziQuer is that of a class attribute specification either
for the query selection list, or within a selection or filtering expression. In either case
the attribute specification corresponds to:
(i)
creating a variable name that is derived from the attribute name (typically,
by prefixing the local variable name by ‘?’; additional decorations can be
added to make the variable names unique within the query) and
(ii)
linking the class instance variable by the property corresponding to the
attribute to the created attribute variable.
If an expression, say a+b, is specified in the selection list for the class whose instance
variable in the SPARQL translation is ?p, its translation shall involve ?p :a ?a. ?p :b
?b. BIND(?a+?b AS ?expr_1) in the SPARQL query pattern part and ?expr_1 in the
query selection list; if there were an expression alias specified, as in c=a+b, it would be
used as the variable name both in the BIND-clause: BIND(?a+?b AS ?c) and in the select
list.
The general rule for selection and filtering expression forming in ViziQuer is to
allow expressions following the SPARQL expression syntax, with the modification
expecting a (possibly qualified) attribute name in the place of a variable name within
the original SPARQL notation.
The attribute names in the ViziQuer expressions may be qualified by class instance
reference names present in the query, or by property path expressions; in either case
the qualifications shall use the UML style separator ‘.’ (cf. Fig. 10).
Student

Registration

nationality.nCode
weightedMark=mark*
student course.courseCredits
studentName

PREFIX : <http://lumii.lv/ontologies/UnivExample.owl#>
SELECT ?studentName ?nCode ?weightedMark WHERE {
?Student a :Student. ?Registration a :Registration.
?Registration :student ?Student. ?Registration :mark ?mark.
?Registration :course/:courseCredits ?courseCredits.
BIND(?mark*?courseCredits as ?weightedMark)
?Student :studentName ?studentName.?Student :nationality/:nCode ?nCode. }

Fig. 10. For all students show the nationality codes (path expression) and weighted marks in
all registrations (path expression within arithmetic expression)

4.1

Negated Condition Pattern

Asserting the class instance, say p, attribute value to satisfy a (non-negated) predicate,
e.g. mark>=7, implies the existence of the attribute value AND that it satisfies the
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predicate: ?p :mark ?mark. FILTER (?mark>=7). So, a negation of the assertion means
that either the attribute value dos not exist OR that it exists but not satisfy the predicate,
cf. Fig. 11; it should be distinguished from requiring the negation of the condition
present in the query. This pattern explains specifics of handling null values in
conditions, often important in practical query situations.

Student
studentName

<<count>>

student

Registration
R

not(mark>=7)

PREFIX : <http://lumii.lv/ontologies/UnivExample.owl#>
SELECT ?studentName ?count_of_R WHERE {
{SELECT ?Student ?studentName (COUNT(?R) as ?count_of_R) WHERE{
{SELECT DISTINCT ?Student ?studentName ?R WHERE{
?Student a :Student. ?Student :studentName ?studentName.
OPTIONAL{ ?R a :Registration.
FILTER NOT EXISTS {?R :mark ?mark.
FILTER ((?mark >=7))} ?R :student ?Student. } }}}
GROUP BY ?Student ?studentName } }

Fig. 11. For all students count the number of registrations not having marks 7 or above

4.2

Specific Expression Patterns

A common specific expression pattern often required in statistic data analysis, however,
not supported in standard SPARQL 1.1, is a date value difference. We provide a date
value difference functions in ViziQuer (cf. Fig. 12) for accessing vendor-specific
SPARQL endpoints; our current implementation is targeted towards OpenLink
Virtuoso [13], other target environments can be added based upon the construct
availability in the SPARQL endpoint.

Registration
dd=dateCompleted-datePaid
yy=years(dateCompleted-datePaid)

PREFIX : <http://lumii.lv/ontologies/UnivExample.owl#>
SELECT ?dd ?yy WHERE { ?Registration a :Registration.
?Registration :dateCompleted ?dateCompleted.
?Registration :datePaid ?datePaid.
BIND(bif:datediff("day", ?datePaid, ?dateCompleted) as ?dd)
BIND(bif:datediff("year", ?datePaid, ?dateCompleted) as ?yy) }

Fig. 12. Date value difference, expressed in days (the default) and in years

4.3

Multiple Statistics Pattern

The expression language incorporated in ViziQuer allows for joining multiple
statistical inquiries into single query. Figure 14 shows the way, how to compute for
each student simultaneously the count of all taken courses, as well as the counts of
taken big (courseCredits>=0) and small (courseCredits<0) courses. We notice that the
expressions involved in the query resemble ones that can be used for simple statistical
data processing in Microsoft Excel. Should the further practical query tool usage
experiments confirm the initially observed importance of this query pattern, a special
notation might be designed to ease the query formulation options in accordance to it.
Student
studentName

Course
C

CAll=count(C)
CBig=sum(IF(courseCredits>=6,1,0))
takes CSmall=sum(IF(courseCredits<6,1,0))

PREFIX : <http://lumii.lv/ontologies/UnivExample.owl#>
SELECT ?studentName ?CAll ?CBig ?CSmall WHERE {
{SELECT ?Student ?studentName (COUNT( ?C) as ?CAll)
(SUM( IF(?courseCredits >=6, 1, 0)) as ?CBig)
(SUM( IF(?courseCredits <6, 1, 0)) as ?CSmall) WHERE{
{SELECT ?courseCredits ?Student ?C ?studentName WHERE{
?Student a :Student. ?Student :studentName ?studentName.
?C a :Course. ?Student :takes ?C. ?C :courseCredits ?courseCredits.}}}
GROUP BY ?Student ?studentName }}

Fig. 13. Counting taken courses from different course sets
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5

Discussion and Conclusions

The explained patterns for UML style visual data analysis query definition are
implemented in the ViziQuer tool that is freely available at http://viziquer.lumii.lv.
The introduced notation and patterns can be seen also as an attempt to push forward
the UML style diagrammatic SPARQL query definition in general with the aim of
covering data analysis queries that are currently in practical situations handled by
business intelligence suites with data residing in relational databases. The presented
notation can be criticized, updated, extended and offered alternative implementations.
The initial practical experience with defining queries for Latvian Medicine
Registries example [11] show that the notation can be near to sufficient for the end user
statistical needs; the practical application of the notation as well as its further fine
tuning shall be continued. At the same time the initial usage of the notation with
simplest basic and aggregate query patterns can be kept low-entry.
The future work plans include re-implementing the tool within the web environment,
as well as adding result visualization component to it.
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